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Cirocomm gps module datasheet

J5235C Dielectric Ceramic Filter for Dielectric Ceramic Filter WiFi 5GHz J5697C for WiFi 5GHz 25* 25 * 6mm GBA-154C Active ANTENNA GPS Internal 25*25*4mm PA025AZ0009 GPS + Beidou + Glonass Patch Antenna 37*5*5mm DPAN0S07 LTE (700~960MHz, 1700-2700MHz) SMD
Antenna 47.5*47.5*8mm PA050BSD004 GPS L1+L2 Antenna Patch 18*18*2mm PA018EQ0001 GPS+Glonass Patch Antenna Filter J3500H Ceramic DR for DSRC 5825MHz 12*12*4mm PA012FD0002 5.9GHz DSRC Ceramic Patch Antenna 48* 48mm GBNA-102 GPS+Glonass+Beidou
Active External Antenna 40*8*3mm FHAN0S00 LTE Antenna 700~960MHz 1700~2700MHz J3500F Ceramic DR Filter for LTE 3500MHz Filter J3700E Ceramic DR for LTE 3700MHz 25*25*4.5mm PA025FDPI0 2.4GHz Patch Antenna with PCB and Cable 25*25*25*25*2mm
PA025KQ0002 GPS + Glonass ANTENNA PATCH SMD 240*170mm GIA-72 GPS L1 + L5 External Module Combine IRNSS Band 30*5*5mm DPA F0S01 2.4GHz + NB-IoT SMD Antenna 25*25*4mm DA915A RFID Patch Antenna 50*25*4.8mm NB-IoT Module with Embedded Antenna
30*6*5mm DPA900A 3G Band SMD antenna PIFA Previous Next Cirocomm GPS module miniaturized GPS module Active Antenna GPS combines a small 12 mm square ceramic patch antenna from Cirocomm with a two-stage low noise amplifier. It is available as a 'plug and play' format
for onboard integration with GPS receiver modules using ultrafine coaxial cable and connector. Features of Cirocomm GPS Module: Based on Tek Media Single Chip Architecture. Dimension: 26mm x 26mm x 11.7mm. Low energy consumption: 55mA in acquisition, 40mA in follow-up. High
sensitivity: Up to -158dBm of follow-up, superior urban actions. Position accuracy: no help 3m 2D-RMS. Cold Start is less than 36 seconds. The warm start is less than 34 seconds. The hot start is less than 1 second. Data output speed 9600 bps (default). Maximum refresh rate: 5Hz (default
1Hz). Pin the header connection for easy assembly. compatible with Rohs. Cirocomm GPS Module Application: Industrial GPS Tracking. Remote location detection. DIY projects that require GPS data. Also wanted as : Cirocomm GPS Module Datasheet, Gps Module Cirocomm Price in
India, 20x4 Character LCD Module (Green), Buy Cirocomm GPS Module Online, Cirocomm Gps Module. Page 2 Great news! You're in the right place for automobiles-motorcycles. By now you know that, whatever you're looking for, you'll surely find it on AliExpress. We literally have
thousands of great products in all product categories. Whether you're looking for high-end labels or cheap bulk economy purchases, we guarantee you're here at AliExpress. You'll find official stores for brands alongside small independent discount sellers, all of which offer fast and reliable
shipping, as well as convenient and secure, payment methods, however much you choose to spend. AliExpress will never be beaten in quality and price. Every day you will find new and online-only deals, in-store discounts and the opportunity to save even more by collecting coupons. But
you may need to act fast, as this top car-motorcycle is set to become one of the bestsellers in a short time. Think how jealous your friends will be when you tell them you have your car-motorcycles on AliExpress. With lower prices online, cheap shipping fares and local pickup options, you
can make even bigger savings. If you're still in two minds about automobile-motorcycles and are thinking of choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you figure out if it's worth paying extra for a high-end version or if you're getting such a
good deal to get the cheapest item. And, if you just want to treat yourself and splash out on the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you can get the best price for your money, even leting you know when you'll be better off waiting for a promotion to begin, and the
savings you can expect to make. AliExpress is proud to make sure you always have an informed option when you shop at one of hundreds of stores and vendors on our platform. Each store and seller is qualified for customer service, price and quality of real customers. In addition, you can
find the store or individual seller ratings as well as compare prices, shipping offers and discount on the same product by reading comments and comments left by users. Each purchase is star-qualified and often has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction
experience so they can buy with confidence each time. In short, you don't have to take our word for it – just listen to our millions of happy customers. And, if you're new to AliExpress, we'll let you in secret. Just before clicking buy now in the transaction process, take a moment to check for
coupons and save even more. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can collect coupons every day by playing games in the AliExpress app. And, as most of our vendors offer free shipping – we believe you'll agree that you're getting this automobile-motorcycle at one of the
best prices online. We always have the latest technology, the newest trends, and the most talked about labels. In AliExpress, great quality, price and service comes as standard – every time. Start the best shopping experience you'll ever have right here. Products Products Products
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